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Flu ’22: What you need to know

This fall and winter we are facing a particularly rough flu season. Infectious
Disease specialist Angela Branche, MD, shares how this year’s flu vaccine is
working so far, and how to properly seek treatment for illness.

Read the interview »

A quiet place: chaplaincy team offers

space, healing and comfort to many

In her 20 years here, Director of Chaplaincy Services at Strong Memorial
Hospital Rev. Robin Franklin has sat alongside many people through their
worst moments. From comforting patients and families to listening to staff who
are struggling after tragedy, she and her team support everyone at the Medical
Center regardless of their beliefs. 

Learn more »

Grant will use

virtual reality to

study trauma and

the brain

Understanding how experience
and exposure to trauma changes
the brain could improve diagnosis
and targeted care for conditions
like anxiety and post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD).

Find out how »

Progress in lung

and breast cancer

and community

outreach

Read about the data behind lung
cancer cases, early screening,
advanced treatments, research,
and patient stories in the latest
edition of Dialogue magazine,
along with advances in breast
cancer and community outreach.

Read more »

Make your year-end charitable donation by
December 31.
Behind every patient healed, every discovery, and every achievement are
donors who make it all possible. Your gift, of any amount to any area of the
Medical Center that inspires you, promises an even brighter 2023 for our
region. 

Make a gift »

Social media highlight
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